Abstract-The paper presents some aspects regarding the mathematical model and performance evaluation of a three stages microlauncher with a payload up to 50 kg. This work uses two separate models dedicated for each flight phase. For the ascending phase, we will use a three degrees of freedom model in quasi-velocity frame. For the orbital phase we will use a Kepler model, and for the orbital injection a Gauss perturbing model. The results analyzed will be in quasi-velocity frame but also some orbital parameters will be presented. Using these models, the microlauncher performances will be evaluated. The novelty of the paper consists in orbital injection approach, with optimal maneuvers description.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today the micro or nano satellites are carried into space as "an additional payload" or so called "piggyback" missions. It is too expensive to dedicate a separated mission that involves a relatively large launcher to a satellite whose mass is much smaller than the designed mass of the launcher. Therefore, the necessity of designing launchers for satellites weighing up to 50 kg is justified.
Europe and ESA should develop a small rocket launcher to close the gap in the existing family of European launchers and allow an easier and independent access to space for European micro or nano satellites. To approach this problem and, generally, for evaluating the launching capabilities, it is necessary to elaborate an adequate mathematical model that ensures the evaluation of the launcher's capability to inject a small payload on different circular orbits. The mathematical model presented below seeks to answer these needs. The model was split into two sub models. The first one is dedicated to finding the optimal flight parameters in the ascending phase; the second one is used to evaluate the launcher's evolution during the orbital phase.
Having in mind these ideas regarding the requirement, at this stage from the ML model, we will describe the frames used, the motion equations and the guidance relations necessary to define the launcher's evolution in different flight phases.
II. COORDINATE SYSTEMS
The coordinate systems used in order to describe the motion of the launcher are: The Earth Frame, The Orbital Teodor-Viorel Chelaru is with University Politehnica of Bucharest, Romania (e-mail: teodor.chelaru@upb.ro).
frame, The Local Frame, The Start Frame, The Geographical Mobile Frame, The Geocentric Spherical Frame and The Quasi-Velocity Frame. There are described in works [1] , [2] are: Fig. 1 . The geocentric, local and geographical frames.
I. THE GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION
If we consider so call "J2" model, which takes into account the influence of the flattened shape of the Earth, the gravity is expressed by two terms: first denoted Ar g , oriented along radius , and the second, denoted  A g along the polar axis S N  [3] . These terms, containing only the gravitational component without the centrifugal contribution, which will be added later.
)... The equations of motion in quasi -velocity frame because quasi-velocity frame is not an inertial frame, the dynamic equation of the motion in this frame has following form [1] [3]:
where we have grouped the aerodynamic force F and thrust force T : 
The Coriolis acceleration is:
where p Ω is Earth spin.
The local derivative of the velocity in quasi-velocity frame is t  V .  V Ω is the rotation velocity of the quasi-velocity frame related to the local frame, which can be express as vectors:
The derivatives of latitude and longitude angles along geographical frame and the derivatives of the climb angle and the air-path track angle are presented in paper [1] . In this case, the components of the angular velocity vector along quasi-velocity frame become: 
The gravitational acceleration previously introduced, is expressed by two terms, one term denoted Summarizing, starting from relation (2), we obtain the dynamic equations which describe the motion of the center of mass of the launcher in quasi-velocity frame [2] [3] .
In case of a axial symmetrical configuration, supposing the oscillations around center of mass are damped by the launcher control, the thrust vector is aligned with body axis, and the sideslip angle null ( 0 *   ) , the equations in quasi-velocity frame become [1] : 
Complemented with kinematic equations:
Based on aerodynamic incidence angles and launcher geometry, we can evaluate aerodynamic translation coefficients:
Taking in consideration the hypothesis regarding alignment between thrust vector and launcher axis, the orientation of the thrust vector related the velocity vector is descripts by aerodynamic angles  , , where can be considerate as command parameters of the system, that can control the climb angle  respectively air-path track angle  by relation:
where the reference sizes are: 
Hence, the absolute velocity in inertial frame is:
As is shown in works [1] , [2] it can obtains the angle  between the range vector r and the absolute velocity vector v at the end of the ascending phase and beginning of the orbital phase.
Next, using the Kepler model, one can determine the orbit elements. Thus, we can obtain immediately the kinetic moment and the unitary energy:
From where we get the parameter p , the geometrical elements of the orbit:
e -eccentricity, a -semi-major axis end  -eccentric anomaly: 
where:
T a -The acceleration derived from thrust. If we want an optimal maneuver to maximize in minimum time the semi-major axis, we impose the following condition: 0 sin cos sin 2
And obtain an optimal value for the thrust angular deflection: 
In paper [1] is show that for the angular deflection (19) the 
And obtain an optimal value for the thrust angular deflection:
In paper [2] is evaluate the sign of relation (21) for the angular deflection (23) in order to obtain the eccentricity minimization.
Based on these results we can impose the optimal pitch and yaw commands for injection in circular orbit specific for this 3DOF model. The optimization method allows us to obtain finally a circular orbit with maximum altitude and minimum maneuvering effort for different orbit inclinations and different payload mass, which means the ML performances.
IV. INPUT DATA FOR ML MODEL
The input data used are taken from [6] . In Fig. 2we have: P/L Payload; ST -Stage; All sizes are in meters. . Using these parameters, we have defined a circular orbit described in next item.
VI. RESULTS Fig. 3 shows the relative velocity, which means the ratio between absolute velocity in inertial frame (15) and velocity corresponding to a circular orbit. We can observe that after injection phase relative velocity remain at unit value. In the same diagram is shown the altitude, which after injection remains at a constant value. and after orbital injection remains at zero value. Fig. 5 shows two orbital parameters, eccentricity and semi major axis during ascending and orbital phase.
One can observe that eccentricity decreases to zero, and after the injection phase remains at this value. In the same time the semi major axis increases simultaneous with velocity and remains constant after orbital injection. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
As we said at the beginning, the paper has as objective the building of a simple mathematical model able to evaluate launcher's performances. In order to solve this problem, we separated the launcher's evolution in two phases, the first phase being the ascending phase until the launcher or the upper stage of it is in optimal position to make orbital injection and the second phase when the upper stage performs orbital manoeuvres and payload injection. For each phase, we developed a separate calculus model. For the ascending phase we developed a 3DOF model which describes the functionality of the launcher in the quasi-velocity frame in accordance with the work [3] , [1] . For the orbital phase, we used a sample model based on Kepler's theory [4] , which allows us, to evaluate orbital parameters, and Gauss orbital perturbed equation [5] in order to obtain optimal injection manoeuvre. Despite different model used for each flight phases, for unitary approach we use actually only 3DOF model in quasi-velocity frame, by transform the command from orbital frame in quasi -velocity frame. Considering that launcher is targeting at circular orbits, we built a performance index based on maximum semi major-axis, minimum manoeuvring effort and minimum drag force, which allows the defining of the characteristics parameter of a trajectory required to obtain a circular orbit with maximum altitude at the end of orbital phase. The test case build and the results obtained prove the correctness of the developed model, including the strategy adopted for optimizing the accessional phase. Considering other case, with deferent initial condition, we used the model developed to evaluate the entire field of ML performance. The solution adopted for ML mission design must take into consideration that the accuracy of the desired orbit depends directly on the upper stage, which makes the injection for transferring the payload to the desired orbit.
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